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Abstract—A model for synchronous or asynchronous 

behavior for message passing between sender and receiver 

in total order, by using formal methods with Event B. By 

Formal method we mean a method some of whose 

technique and notations are formal that is(can be 

mathematically expressed and mechanically  supported) 

while Event B is the formal  method for system-level 

modeling, analysis, and refinement to represent the different 

level of abstraction level. The keyword distributed system is 

used to describe a system; There are many computers do not 

share an own memory or an own clock. This paper is 

present the time order event in both synchronous or 

asynchronous message -passing system that allows for 

access to the total ordering in distributed system,we give the 

formal development of the total order broadcast 

environment. There are many invariants, variable, the proof 

obligation of Total Order Broadcast depends on factors such 

as the system model.   

Keywords—Distributed System; Formal method; EVENT B; 

synchronous communication; asynchronous communication; 

I. Introduction 
Distributed system is a collection of independent computers 

that co- ordinate each other towards completion of common 

goal. Close co-ordination often depends on a shared idea of 

the time at which the application activities occur. But it 

turns out that there is the boundary to the correctness with 

which the computers in a network can synchronize their 

clocks – there is no single global notion of the correct time. 

Therefore in order to communicate with other system 

message passing model is used . 

Synchronous Model for total ordering 

The total order is used with insidesynchronousmessage-

passing, each procedure conveys messages at time t that are 

conveyed on time t+1, so, all in all more messages are 

conveyed that are performed at time t + 2, and so on: the 

entire framework keeps running in lockstep.If a procedure 

tries to get a message before one has been sent by another 

procedure, it will hinder until there is a message for it to 

peruse as depicted in(Fig.1).Each site keeps up a 'local 

clock.' time, A clock doesn't have to supply the right time, 

in any case, could be executed just by a counter which is 

expanded after sends or get the occasion that happens at the 

site with the goal that progressive occasions have diverse 

'times.' The synchronous machine executes in two stages. 

Amid the initial step, the sender has been broadcasting the 

message to all receiver and awaited an action from each. 

The message queue is requested by the estimation of the 

time stamps related to each message each time a timestamp 

is refreshed. At the point at the point when a message gets 

to the most astounding purpose of the line and is 

deliverable, it may be passed on in a split second to the 

application.

 

Fig.1.Synchronous Model for total ordering 

B.Asynchronous models for total ordering 

In the asynchronousmodel for the total order, the sender 

drops the message and continues with its own business. If a 

sender sends a message to the receiver end and continues 

executing without waiting for the message to be received by 

the receiver end, then the communication is termed 

asynchronous as described in the (Fig.2). 

  Send operations are non-blocking: 

 A sending procedure can advance beyond an 

accepting procedure  

 Message conveyance is not insured if 

disappointments can happen; and   

 Since channels may contain an unbounded number 

of messages  

 Messages must be buffered . 

 

 
Fig. 2. Asynchronous Model for total ordering 

II. Related Work 
A synchronous message-passing framework is precisely 

similar to an asynchronous framework, with the exception 

of we demand that the calendar comprises of rotating stages 

in which (i) each procedure executes a calculation step 

and(ii) The blend of a calculation stage and a delivery stage 

is known as a round Synchronous framework are 

successfully those in which all procedures execute in 

lockstep, and there is no timing uncertainty. So  In machine, 
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we have not implemented (I) Whenever two processors  

have communicated, at least one of them will have a block 

(Synchronous communication) (II) The receiving process 

cannot know anything about the current state of sending 

process (Asynchronous communication) 

III. Machine for Synchronous 

Communication and 

AsynchronousCommunicati

on based on total ordering 
Event-B is formal method which supports the development 

of model in distributed environment. This model in Event-B 

has two kinds of components; one is the context that 

describes static elements of a model. The other component 

is a machine that describes the dynamic behavior of a model  

A. Model for Synchronous Communication  based on 

Total ordering 

Our objective is to build a synchronous communication 

model as described in the (see Fig.3, 4). In our model, we 

havedeclared six variables called sender, deliver , 

clock,dorder ,mclock , torder. The Invariants are needed to 

specify the property of varaitype of variable. 

The model of asynchronous Communication presented as   

a)  Context of Synchronous Communication 

The model of a Synchronous Communication system is 

presented as a B Context in the (Fig.3).The PROCESS and 

MESSAGE are characterized as sets. The short description 

of this Context is given as takes after   

CONTEXT   

 SETS  PROCESS, MESSAGE  

 END 
 

Fig. 3.Context for Synchronous 

b) Machine for Synchronous Communication 

The model of the synchronous communication system is 

displayed as aB Machine in the (Fig. 4).Thebrief description 

of this Machine is given as follows. 

MACHINE SYN_MACHINE 

SEES  CONTEXT 

VARIABLES  

sender,deliver,clock,dorder,mclock,torder 

INVARIANTS 

inv1   :   sender∈MESSAGE⇸PROCESS 

inv2   :    deliver∈PROCESS↔MESSAGE 

inv4   :    ran(deliver)⊆dom(sender) 

inv5   :   clock∈PROCESS→(PROCESS→ℕ) 

inv6   :    dorder∈PROCESS→(MESSAGE↔MESSAGE) 

inv7   :    mclock∈MESSAGE→(PROCESS→ℕ) 

inv8   :    torder∈MESSAGE↔MESSAGE 
 

Fig. 4.Variable and Invariants 

sender is a partial function from the MESSAGE to 

PROCESS. The mapping (m↦  p) ∈sender indicates process 

p sent that message m. The variable deliver relation function 

between PROCESS to MESSAGE. The variable deliver is 

declared as deliver∈PROCESS↔MESSAGE.The  mapping 

(p↦ m)∈deliver represents that message m is delivered at 

process p. The variable dorder is defined as: 

dorder∈PROCESS→(MESSAGE↔MESSAGE). A mapping 

(m1↦ m2) ∈dorder(p) indicates that process p has delivered 

m1 before m2 (Inv 6 ).The variable clock and mclock have 

the time of the process, and time of the message. A mapping 

from(clock∈PROCESS→(PROCESS→NATURAL)show 

that at the time of sending a message m, process p 

increments its own clock value clock(p)(p) by one.The 

modified clock time of the process is assigned to message m 

giving clock time of message m.The variable torder is 

defined as a relation among the messages. A mapping of the 

form (m1↦m2 )∈torder indicates that message m1 is totally 

ordered before m2. 

INITIALISATION   ≙    

BEGIN 

act1   :    sender≔∅ 

act2   :    deliver≔∅ 

act3   :    mclock≔MESSAGE×{PROCESS×∅} 

act4   :    clock≔PROCESS×{PROCESS×∅} 

act5   :    dorder≔PROCESS×∅ 

act6   :    torder≔∅ 

                   END 

 
 

Fig. 5. Initialization of Variable 

The above (Fig.5). Show initialization of each variable in 

the own model. The variables sender, deliver, torder are 

initialized by empty set, clock variable is assigned by each 

process with time empty, and mclock are also assigned by 

each message with time to be empty.    

 SENDER EVENT:- 

The event SENDER gave in the (Fig.6). Models the 

broadcast of a message, The event SENDER models have 

sent the message (m) at a process (p) when it is broadcast 

for the first time and also consist the property between 

sender and receiver. The guard grd4 ensures that message is 

fresh and has not been sent so far. After broadcasting of 

message clock value is incremented by one. 

As an occurrence of SENDER event, the message m ∈ 
MESSAGE is  broadcasting  to the process p∈ PROCESS, 

and each process consists of  the set of Guards, i.e., the 

variable clock is updated by mapping in  

clock∈PROCESS→(PROCESS→ℕATURAL) and other 

variable m1  and  m consist of  the property of transitivity of 

total ordering between sender and  receiver  and also by 

mapping in grd9,grd10,grd11.It can show thetime of 

sending a message m; process p increments its own clock 

value clock(p)(p) by one. The clock(p)(p) represents the 

number of messages sent by process p. The modified times 

of process is assigned to message m giving times of 

message m. 
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SENDER   ≙    

ANY 

p,m,t 

WHERE 

grd1   :    p∈PROCESS 

grd2   :    m∈MESSAGE 

grd3   :    p↦m∈PROCESS×MESSAGE 

grd4   :    m∉dom(sender) 

grd5   :    t∈clock 

               THEN 

act1   :    sender≔sender∪{m↦p} 

act2   :    t≔clock(p) +{p↦clock(p)(p)+1} 

act5   :    deliver≔deliver∪{p↦m} 

act6   :    mclock≔t 

act7   :    Clock(p)≔t 

                 END 

 
 

Fig. 6.Sender event for Synchronous communication 

 RECEIVER EVENT:- 

The event RECEIVER models receiving of message 

messages at any site. The guard grd9 ensures that message 

delivery follow ordered delivery of messages. The guard 

grd7 is written as: 

∀p1·(p1∈PROCESS∧p1∉sender[{m}]⇒clock(p) 

(p1)≥mclock(m)(p1)) 

The above expression state that only one value in the clock 

of the recipient process p corresponding to the sender 

process of the message is updated. 

Due to occurrence of this event messageis delivered at clock 

value is updated. 

ORDER  EVENT:-  

Order event is show communication between sender and 

receiver event. The event ORDER models the delivery of a 

message m at a process p when it is delivered for the first 

time.  

RECEIVER   

≙    

         ANY 

p,m 

WHERE 

grd1   :    p∈PROCESS 

grd2   :    m∈MESSAGE 

grd3   :    m∈dom(sender) 

grd6   :    p↦m∈PROCESS×MESSAGE 

grd7   :    
∀p1·(p1∈PROCESS∧p1∉sender[{m}]⇒clock(p) 

(p1)≥mclock(m)(p1)) 

 

grd8   :   m∈ran(deliver)  

grd9   :    

∀m1·(m1∈MESSAGE∧(m1↦m)∈torder⇒ 
(p↦m1) 

∈deliver) 

 

grd10   :  p↦m∉deliver   

           THEN 

act2   :    deliver≔deliver∪{p↦m} 

act3   :    dorder(p)≔dorder(p)∪(deliver[{p}]×{m}) 

act4   :    
clock(p)≔clock(p)+({p1∣p1∈PROCESS∧ 

clock(p)(p1)<mclock(m)(p1)}◁mclock(m)) 

            END 

 
 

Fig .7.  Receiver event for Synchronous communication 

. Order≙    

ANY 

P,m 

WHERE 

grd1   :    p∈PROCESS 

grd2   :    m∈MESSAGE 

grd3   :    m∈dom(sender) 

grd4   :    m∉ran(deliver) 

grd5   :    ran(deliver)⊆deliver[{p}] 

        THEN 

act1   :    deliver≔deliver∪{p↦m} 

act2   :    dorder(p)≔dorder(p)∪(deliver[{p}]×{m}) 

act3   :    torder≔torder∪(ran(deliver)×{m}) 
 

Fig. 8. Order event for Synchronous communication 

           Proof Obligations for Synchronous Communication:- 

A proof obligation is something that has to be proven to 

show the consistency of the machine, the correctness of 

theorems, so in this section, we have discussed how the 

proof obligations generated by the B Tool guide us 

discovering new invariants.  Here There are set of invariant 

properties of the synchronous model of the total order 

broadcast system are given in fig as first order predicates 

with the event they belong too. And each invariant holds the 

property of total order with Synchronous communication 

TABLE 1.Proof obligation for Synchronous machine 

INVARIANTS PROOF EVENT 

Inv1:sender∈MESS

AGE⇸PROCESS 
(m1↦m2)∈dorder(p)⇒(m1

↦m2)∈torder 
RECEIVE

R, ORDER 

Inv2:deliver∈PROC

ESS↔MESSAGE 
(p1↦m1)∈deliver∧(p1↦m2

)∉deliver∧(p2↦m1) 

∈deliver∧(p2↦m2)∈deliver

⇒(m1↦m2) ∈torder 

RECEIVE

R, ORDER 

Inv3: 

ran(deliver)⊆dom(se

nder) 

ran(deliver∪{p↦ 

m})⊆dom(sender∪{m↦p}) 

 
SENDER, 

REC 

Inv4:torder∈ MESS

AGE↔MESSAGE 

(p ↦ m1) ∈ deliver 

∧(p↦m2) ∉ deliver ∧m2 ∈ 

ran(deliver) ⇒(m1 ↦m2)  

SENDER,

ORDER,R

EC 
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Inv5:torder∈ MESS

AGE↔MESSAGE 
(p ↦ m1) ∈ deliver 

∧(p↦m2) ∉ deliver  ∧  m2 

∈ ran(deliver) ⇒(m1 ↦m2) 

∈torder 

SENDER, 

RECEIVE

R, ORDER 

Inv6:mlock∈MESS

AGE→(PROCESS

→ℕ) 

∀m1·(m1∈MESSAGE∧(m1

↦m)∈torder⇒(p↦m1)∈deli

ver) 

SENDER, 

RECEIVE

R, ORDER 

B. Model for Asynchronous Communication  based on Total 

ordering 

The model of the synchronous communication system is 

presented as a B Machine in the (Fig.9). The brief 

description of this Machine is given as follows. 

MACHINE  Async 

SEES  CONTEXT 

VARIABLESsender,torder,dorder,reciver 

INVARIANTS 

inv1   :    sender∈MESSAGE⇸PROCESS 

inv2   :    torder∈MESSAGE↔MESSAGE 

inv3   :    dorder∈PROCESS→(MESSAGE↔MESSAGE) 

inv4   :    reciver∈PROCESS↔MESSAGE 
 

Fig. 9.Variable and Invariants 

The sender is a partial function from the MESSAGE to 

PROCESS. The mapping (m↦  p) ∈sender indicates process 

p sent that message m. The variable reciver is relation 

function between PROCESS to MESSAGE. A  mapping of 

a form (p↦ m) ∈reciver represents that a process p has 

delivered m following a total order. The variable dorder is 

defined as a relation function among the messages. A 

mapping (m1↦ m2) ∈dorder(p) indicates that process p has 

delivered m1 before m2. To represent the delivery order of 

messages at a process, variable dorder is used. A mapping 

(m1↦  m2) ∈ dorder(p) indicates that process p has 

delivered m1 before m2(Inv 3 ). The variable torder is 

defined as a relation among the messages. A mapping of the 

form (m1↦m2 )∈torder indicates that message m1 is totally 

ordered before m2. 

INITIALISATION   ≙    

          BEGIN 

act1   :    sender≔∅ 

act2   :    torder≔∅ 

act3   :    dorder≔PROCESS×{∅} 

act4   :    reciver≔∅ 

          END 

 

Fig.10.Variable initiation  

The above (Fig.10).Show initialization of each variable in 

the own model. The variables sender, receiver,torder are 

initialized by empty set, and dorder is initialized with the 

empty process set. 

           SENDER EVENT:-The event SENDER  models have 

sent the message (m) at a process (p) when it is broadcast 

for the first time and also consist the property between 

sender and receiver. The guards of this event ensure that the 

message(m) has not been broadcast elsewhere and that each 

message delivered at any other process has also been 

transmitted to this process(p). As an occurrence of 

SENDER event, the message m ∈ MESSAGE is 

broadcasting to the process p∈ PROCESS, and each process 

consists of the set of Guards.If processes p (p ∈PROCESS) 

)and q(q∈ PROCESS)) both deliver(respectively  to 

SENDER(m)) messages m1(m 1∈MESSAGE)and m2 (m2 

∈ MESSAGE), then p delivers m1(respectively to REC(m)) 

before m1 if and only if q  m 1before m2. 
SENDER   ≙    

         ANY p, m 

WHERE 

grd1   :    p∈PROCESS 

grd2   :    m∈MESSAGE 

grd3   :    m∉dom(sender) 

         THEN 

act1   :    sender≔sender∪{m↦p} 

         END 

 

Fig. 11. Sender event for Asynchronous machine 

RECEIVER EVENT:- 

The event  RECEIVER models receive every message sent 

by sender event. As an occurrence of  REC event, the 

message m is delivered to the process p, and mappings 

update variable torder in (ran(deliver ) × mm). The event 

ORDER(p,m) models the delivery of a message m to a 

process prospecting the total order. As the guard 

m∈ran(deliver ) implies that the' has been delivered to at 

least one process and it also indicates that the total order of 

the message m has also been constructed. In another word, 

we can say that message m has already been delivered 

elsewhere and that all messages which precede m in total 

order have also been delivered to ' p.'  The following guards 

of this event ensure that the broadcasting services receive 

the(m) messages and keep a total order of messages and 

deliver them.   

REC   ≙    

 ANY 

p,m 

WHERE 

grd1   :    p∈PROCESS 

grd2   :    m∈MESSAGE 

grd3   :    m∈dom(sender) 

grd4   :    m∈ran(reciver) 

grd5   :    p↦m∉reciver 

grd6  

   

∀m1·(m1∈MESSAGE∧(m1↦m)∈torder⇒(p↦m1)∈
reciver) 

           THEN 

act1   :    reciver≔reciver∪{p↦m} 

act2   :    dorder(p)≔dorder(p)∪(reciver[{p}]×{m}) 

            END 
 

Fig.12.Receiver event for Asynchronous machine 
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ORDER  EVENT:- 

Order event is show communication between sender and 

receiver event. The event ORDER models the delivery of a 

message m at a process p when it is delivered for the first 

time.  

Order   ≙    

         ANY 

p,m 

WHERE 

grd1   :    p∈PROCESS 

grd2   :    m∈MESSAGE 

grd3   :    m∈dom(sender) 

grd4   :    m∉ran(reciver) 

grd5   :    ran(reciver)⊆reciver[{p}] 

         THEN 

act1   :    reciver≔reciver∪{p↦m} 

act2   :    torder≔torder∪(ran(reciver)×{m}) 

act3   :    dorder(p)≔dorder(p)∪(reciver[{p}]×{m}) 

          END 

 

Fig.13.Order event for Asynchronous machine 

Proof Obligations for Asynchronous Communication:- 

In this section, there are set of invariant properties of the 

Asynchronous model for the total order broadcast system 

are given in fig as first order predicates with the event they 

belong to. And each invariant holds the property of total 

order with Asynchronous communication. 
TABLE. 2. Proof obligation for Asynchronous machine 

INVARIANTS PROOF EVEN

T 

1.1 Inv1:sender∈MESSAGE⇸
PROCESS 

(m1↦m2)∈dorder(p)⇒(m1↦m2

)∈torder 1.2 REC,O
RDER 

1.3 Inv2:torder∈MESSAGE↔
MESSAGE 

(p ↦ m1)∈deliver∧(p↦m2) ∉ 

deliver  ∧  m2 ∈ ran(deliver) 

⇒(m1 ↦m2)∈torder 

1.4  

1.5 RECIV
ER 

Inv3:dorder∈PROCESS

⇸(MESSAGE 

↔MESSAGE) 

(p↦m1)∈deliver∧(p↦m2)∈
deliver∧(m2↦m1) 

∉torder⇒(m1 ↦m2) ∈torder 

RECEI

VR 

,ORD

ER 

Inv4:deliver∈PROCESS

↔MESSAGE 
(p1↦m1)∈deliver∧(p1↦m2)

∉deliver  ∧(p2↦m1) ∈ 

deliver∧( p2↦m2) ∈ deliver 

⇒(m1↦m2) ∈torder 

RECEI

VER, 

ORDE

R 

 

 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 A concept for a total ordering of Event-B proof obligation 

using the Synchronous or Asynchronous System. The 

primary challenge was to translate the set-theoretic language 

constructs of the Event –B language to the first-order 

formulation used by Rodin tool inthe distributed system 

property.  

A distributed system that only defines an Order between 

two  Event like Sender and Receiver when their temporal 

relationship is misunderstanding defined by inter-process 

communication with the variants for both Synchronous or 

Asynchronous communication have been presented. 

The proof obligation obtained are based on extending and 

applying the notation of content evidence. We have shown 

two approaches either Synchronous or Asynchronous  

Communication to achieving the satisfaction, proof 

obligation for a set of message passing primitive. In 

message passing primitive with synchronous 

communication, we have considered intended to represent 

the property synchronous with timestamp clock. The 

Asynchronous communication approaches, we have 

expressed the message done through the total ordering. 
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